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ABSTRACT
The Full Particle-In-Cell (Full-PIC) method is a numerical
simulation technique used in the research and development
of Hall-thrusters which are a type of electric propulsion engines. It treats ions, neutrons, and electrons as particles
and is highly accurate compared with other methods which
treat them as a fluid. However, it requires a large computational cost. The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA) is developing a software package called NSRU-FullPIC that implements such a method. One of the important
computing tasks in NSRU-Full-PIC is the aggregation process, which causes Read-After-write (RAW) hazards, and
hence makes parallel computation diﬃcult.
In this paper, we tackle this problem by introducing a
reduction operation with an FPGA accelerator. We use Intel’s mid-range SoC, Arria 10 which embeds floating-point
DSPs for high performance numerical computation. Intel
FPGA SDK for OpenCL is available for this platform for
easy oﬄoading of complex tasks. We implemented 4 types
reduction kernels and compared their performance. As a result, the aggregation process becomes 76.4 times faster than
the single-thread version on an ARM Cortex-A9 1.5 GHz,
and 14.1 times faster than that on a Xeon E5-2660 2.9 GHz
in our fastest implementation, Read-16-Vect. In this implementation, we achieved 93.5% of theoretical performance
with optimized FPGA resources.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electric propulsions such as Hall and ion thrusters are
highly eﬃcient in propulsion power compared with chemical
propulsions. In such electric propulsions, Hall-thrusters suc 2017 Association
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Figure 1: Operating principle of Hall-thrusters

perior to ion thrusters from the viewpoint of power eﬃciency
in the low propulsion range and light weight because of its
simple structure. That is, Hall-thrusters are considered to
be an ideal propulsion system for satellite missions like station keeping, orbit transfer, or deep space exploration[1].
So, they are currently intensively studied and developed in
various institutes and companies.
Figure 1 shows an operating principle of Hall-thrusters.
In an annular plasma accelerator called a channel, electrons
emitted from the cathode are trapped and drift in the circumferential direction by applying a radial magnetic field
(green line) and an axial electric field (yellow line). Electrons that move circumferentially generate the Hall current
in a circumferential direction of the channel. Propellant
that flow from a anode into the channel collides with electrons performing circumferential movement and turns into

Figure 2: Profile of NSRU-Full-PIC on CRAY XE 6 with
128 processes

plasma. The Lorentz force generated by the Hall current and
the radial magnetic fields hinders the movement of electrons
in the plasma to cancel the electric fields in axial direction.
As a result, the electric fields in the axial direction is maintained. By this, only ions in the plasma are accelerated and
emitted as a beam outside the thruster. The thruster itself
obtains thrust by a reaction force of the generated Lorentz
force. The channel is kept a quasi-neutral state because the
electrons flowing from the cathode are scattered toward the
anode in the channel.
For development of Hall-thrusters, the numerical simulation is essential, since it is much more cost eﬀective than
real experiments. The Full-PIC method which is classified
as the particle method that discretizes the motion of a continuum as the motion of a finite number of particles is used
to analyze the state of Hall-thrusters. It doesn’t adopt any
modelization, so takes a long time to compute [2][3][4][5].
The JAXA has been developing in-house Full-PIC program called NSRU-Full-PIC. An important computing tasks
in the code is called the aggregation process, which can
cause the RAW hazards. In the original code, this process is executed sequentially. Miyajima et al. introduced an
atomic operation to implement the aggregation process on
a GPGPU [6]. They could only achieve 10% of performance
improvement. Also, a few subroutines of NSRU-Full-PIC
were oﬄoaded to a Zynq, which is an ARM-based SoC with
FPGA has been proposed [7]. However, their focus was not
on the aggregation process due to the limited resources of
the used platform.
This paper addresses the RAW hazard of the aggregation
process by changing the algorithm for introducing reduction operations. We implement 4 types reduction kernels on
Intel’s mid-range SoC, Arria10 using Intel FPGA SDK for
OpenCL. The contribution of the paper is as follows.
• We avoided the RAW hazards of the aggregation process modifying loops to reduction operations.
• We implemented an OpenCL reduction kernel for optimizing the performance and FPGA resource usage
of Intel’s Arria 10 SoC using Intel FPGA SDK for
OpenCL.

Figure 3: Flow chart of NSRU-Full-PIC

2.

AGGREGATION PROCESS IN NSRU-FULLPIC

NSRU-Full-PIC is a numerical simulation program for Hallthrusters under development by JAXA. The code is written in Fortran90 of about 7000 lines. In this research, we
adopted this code as a target of acceleration. NSRU-FullPIC analyses the plasma behavior and state of the electrostatic field in the channel in each time step by updating
particle and field physical quantities alternately, which has
a large loop structure. One-time step corresponds to real
time 1 × 10−12 sec. A computational field called a cell divides the channel inside the thruster. There are 270 × 310
cells, and the distance between them is 0.2 mm. In addition, the number of particles necessary for thruster analysis
is tens - hundreds of millions. Figure 3 shows the processing
flow of NSRU-Full-PIC.
We conducted a preliminary experiment of NSRU-FullPIC. We used a CRAY XE 6[8] supercomputer in Kyoto University with 128 processes. The evaluation environment is as
follows, CPU: an AMD Opteron 6200 2.5 GHz, Memory: 64
GB/node, OS: a Cray Compute Node Linux, MPI Process:
128. Figure 2 shows the profiling result of NSRU-Full-PIC
by the CRAY XE 6 with 128 MPI processes. The aggregation process accounted for about 40% of the total processing
time. Thus, the aggregation processing is a largest part of
NSRU-Full-PIC. The aggregation process adds the physical
quantities held by each particle to the four corners of the
cell containing them. Figure 4(a) shows how it is performed
on multiple particles. Here, the values held by two particles
p1 and p2 are added to GP[0-3], and the values are then
updated. If we execute the computation of two particles
in parallel, RAW hazards can occur, which means that it
has to be done sequentially. This is a vital problem to be

(a)
Aggregation
process on multiple
particles
sequentially could cause
RAW hazards.

Figure 4: Arria10 consists of HPS and FPGA.

addressed to enable eﬃcient parallel processing.
For the practical simulation, 270 × 310 cells are used and
each cells has 256 particles at most. Thus, 270 × 310 ×
256 = 21, 427, 200 particles are in the simulation. In Figure 3, The aggregation process is included in both the step
4 (extrapolation of charge) and the step 9 (updating the
number of particles).

3. INTEL FPGA SDK FOR OPENCL AND
ARRIA 10 SOC
3.1 Intel’s Arria 10 SoC
Arria 10 SoC is a mid-range SoC FPGA developed by Intel [9]. It consists of Hard Processor System (HPS) with
dual core ARM Cortex-A9 MPCore and the FPGA logic as
shown in Figure 4. The HPS unit is consisting of a processor unit including a CPU, cache, on-chip memories, external
memory interface, a communication interface controller, and
AXI interconnect. The FPGA logic part embeds hardened
floating-point DSPs for high performance numerical computation. Arria 10 SoC can compute floating point operations
using this much faster than common FPGAs such as Zynq.

3.2 Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL
Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL is an OpenCL-based HighLevel Synthesis environment for FPGAs[10]. It is designed
for describing high-performance FPGA circuits in a short
time. OpenCL is a parallel programming framework that
can be used in a multiprocessor environment composed of
various processors such as CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs. Intel
FPGA SDK for OpenCL introduces two kinds of code, kernel
code and host code. The kernel code is for the operation of
an arithmetic processor (OpenCL device), and the host code
is for an operation of the control processor (host). They are
described in OpenCL C language and C++ with OpenCL
runtime Application Programming Interface (API). In addition, Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL provides a board support package (BSP) that supports peripheral circuits such as
PCIe bus between the OpenCL device and host, and an interface with external memory. By using the BSP, users can
operate FPGA without designing the peripheral interface.
The OpenCL programming model consists of two hierarchical layer, work-group and work-item. Work-group is a set
of work-items, and the OpenCL device executes work-item
based processing. Global memory and constant memory can

(b) Reduction and
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are used.

Figure 5: The aggregation process in a cell

be accessed from all work-groups. The global memory is
readable and writable, but the constant memory is read only.
On the other hand, local memory is used for work-group and
can be accessed from all work-items belonging to it. Also,
private memory is work-item specific.
There are two types of kernel program in the Intel FPGA
SDK for OpenCL, a Single work-item kernel and a NDRange
kernel. The Single work-item kernel corresponds to task parallel model. There is only one work-group and one work-item
in Single work-item kernel, and so kernel code can be described like sequential programming. The compiler extracts
the parallelism in the kernel code, and makes pipelines in the
loop. On the other hand, the NDRange kernel corresponds
to data parallel model. Each work-item corresponds to a
thread space and is executed in a pipelined manner. With
NDRange kernel, it is possible to specify kernel pipeline multiplexing and vectorization for multiple work-items, which
contribute to improvement of throughput. However, it can
cause an increase in FPGA resource usage.

4.
4.1

IMPLEMENTATION
Avoiding the RAW hazards

As described in Section 1, the step including the aggregation process requires high computational cost, and the
avoidance of the RAW hazard is essential for parallelization.
Figure 4(b) shows the outline of our implementation. Here,
in order to avoid the RAW hazard, particle basis computing
is changed into cell by cell computing in the source code
level. That is, values of particles are added to four corners
of the cell. As shown in Figure 4(b), the value of GP[0] is
updated by a temporal variable which gathers the values of
all particles in the cell. Since the update is done at once
after adding values of all particles into the temporal variable, the RAW hazard never occurs. The same processing
is performed for GP[1-3]. In this case, the reduction which
is a common computation pattern in high speed computing
can be used for computing temporal variables. Although the
parallelism of the reduction is decreased at the later steps of
communication, there are a lot of cells and the tree structure
implemented on an FPGA logic can be used in the pipelined
manner.

4.2 Reduction Kernels
We implemented 4 types of reduction codes. All codes
adopted Single work-item kernel. In the implementation,
the reduction is single precision floating point operations.
For data communication between host CPU and FPGA, we
used clEnqueueWriteBuﬀer and clEnqueueReadBuﬀer provided by OpenCL runtime API.

4.2.1 Full-Unroll implementation
Full-Unroll implementation is adopted for the eight-loops
structure as shown in the following partial pseudo code.
Each level of reduction was described in independent loop.
For each loop, unrolling is performed by adding #pragma
unroll in the source code, and all the loops are fully expanded. Additionally, we added volatile to the input argument of the kernel code. Caching generation was invalidated
for reducing the FPGA resource usage.
Listing 1: Partial pseudo code of Full-Unroll
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

kernel void
full unroll ( global volatile const float∗ restrict input,
global float∗ restrict output)
...
// 1st level (256 −> 128)
#pragma unroll
for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) // level1 (256−>128)
buf1[i] = input[i∗2 + 0] + input[i∗2 + 1];
// 2nd level (128 −> 64)
#pragma unroll
for (i = 0; i < 128; i++) // level2 (128−>64)
buf2[i] = buf1[i∗2 + 0] + buf1[i∗2 + 1];
...
// 64, 32, 16, 8, and 4 iteration loops are followed.
...
// 8th level (2 −> 1)
buf8[i] = buf7[i∗2 + 0] + buf7[i∗2 + 1];
...

17
18
// 3rd and 4th level are followed.
19 }
20 ...

4.2.3

Read-16 implementation

Read-16 implementation is similar to the structure for
Read-1 implementation, except that float 16, a vector data
type is used as a kernel argument. In the next section, we
evaluated the number of unrolls, N.
Listing 3: Partial pseudo code of Read-16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

kernel void
blueread−16 ( global volatile const float16∗ restrict input,
global float∗ restrict output)
...
#pragma unroll N
for (int i = 0; i < cells∗16; i++){
// 1st level (16 −> 8)
level1[0] = input[i+0] + input[i+1];
level1[1] = input[i+2] + input[i+3];
...
level1[7] = input[i+14] + input[i+15];
// 2nd level (8 −> 4)
level2[0] = level1[0] + level1[1];
...
level2[3] = level1[6] + level1[7];
// 3rd and 4th level are followed.
}
...

4.2.4

Read-16-Vect implementation

Read-16-Vect implementation used vector addition for reduction processing of Read-16 implementation. In the next
section, we evaluated the number of unrolls, N.
Listing 4: Partial pseudo code of Read-16-Vect

4.2.2 Read-1 implementation
Read-1 implementation was adopted for the loop structure
as shown in the following partial pseudo code. This loop
structure performs reduction of 16 elements, and is repeated
16 times. Each level of reduction is manually described in
tree-type structure. In the next section, we evaluated the
number of unrolls, N.
Listing 2: Partial pseudo code of Read-1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

kernel void
blueread−1 ( global volatile const float∗ restrict input,
global float∗ restrict output)
...
#pragma unroll N
for (int i = 0; i < cells∗16; i++){
// 1st level (16 −> 8)
level1[0] = input[i+0] + input[i+1];
level1[1] = input[i+2] + input[i+3];
...
level1[7] = input[i+14] + input[i+15];
// 2nd level (8 −> 4)
level2[0] = level1[0] + level1[1];
...
level2[3] = level1[6] + level1[7];

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

5.

kernel void
blueread−16 ( global volatile const float16∗ restrict input,
global float∗ restrict output)
...
#pragma unroll N
for (int i = 0; i < cells∗16; i++){
// 1st level (16 −> 8)
level1 = input[i].s01234567 + input[i].s89abcdef;
// 2nd level (8 −> 4)
level2 = level1.s0123 + level1.s4567;
// 3rd level (4 −> 2)
level3 = level2.s01 + level2.s23;
// 4th level (2 −> 1)
level4[i\%16] = level3.s0 + level3.s1;
...
}
...

EVALUATION

We compared the computation speed of the reduction circuits implemented on the FPGA and that of the software

Figure 6: Generated schematic view of Read-16 implementation. Inner product was used instead of simple addition.

Figure 7: The computation time with Arria 10 SoC and the
above CPUs when the size of the input data is 270 x 310
sets of 256 particles

execution on two CPUs, an ARM Cortex-A9 1.5GHz on Arria 10 SoC and a Xeon E5-2660 2.90 GHz. The evaluation
environment is as follows. For the FPGA, we used Intel
FPGA SDK for OpenCL 64-bit Oﬄine Compiler ver. 16.0.2
with -v, -g and –fp-relaxed option for the kernel code compilation, and gcc compiler ver. 4.8.3 with -O3 option for
the host code compilation. For the ARM Cortex-A9, we
used gcc compiler ver.4.8.4 with -O3 option. For the Xeon
E5-2660, we used gcc compiler ver. 4.4.7 with -O3 option.
First, we analyzed generated code. We examined the kernels adding –dot option to Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL
Kernel Compiler (aoc command). In the case of Read-16,
four DSPs and inner products were used to calculate as
shown in Figure 6. The inner product of 8, 4, and 2 elements were performed. Finally, simple addition was performed. The latency of each computation was 11, 8, 6, and
4. Input interval (II) was 1.
Figure 7 shows the computation time with our implementation and the above CPUs when the size of the input data
is 270 x 310 sets of 256 particles. As a result, Full-Unroll
implementation was about 72.4 times faster than that of an
ARM Cortex-A9, and about 13.3 times faster than that of a
Xeon E5-2667. In Read-1 implementation, that with N = 4
was the fastest. This was 1.6 times slower than Full-Unroll

Figure 8: Evaluation using the roof-line model

Figure 9: FPGA resource usage

implementation. In Read-16 and Read-16-Vect, we achieved
speedup as fast as Full-Unroll with the N = 0, 4 implementations. The fastest in all implementations was Read-16-Vect
with N = 4, about 76.4 times faster than that of an ARM
Cortex-A9 and about 14.1 times faster than that of a Xeon
E5-2667.
Figure 8 shows the results using the roof-line model. In
Arria 10 SoC, the peak computing performance is 1.5 TFLOPS
and the peak bandwidth is 16 GB/s. Because the number
of single precision floating point operations is 255 times and
the number of memory accesses is 260 times in a cell of the
aggregation process, the arithmetic intensity is about 0.25
FLOP / Byte. Hence, the theoretical performance is about
4.0 GFLOPS. Since Read-16-Vect implementation achieved
3.74 GFLOPS, we can conclude that this implementation
achieved 93.5% of theoretical performance by memory limitation. Table 1 summarizes the performance of our implementations.
Figure 9 shows the FPGA resource usage in our implementation. In Read-16 with N = 0 and Read-16-Vect with N =
0, we could reduce the ALUTs by 50.0%, the Registers by
80.0%, the BRAMs by 62.5%, and the DSPs by 87.5% without increasing computation time compared to Full-Unroll
implementation.
Here, we estimate the speed up ratio in the overall oﬀ-

Table 1: Performance

loading of NSRU-Full-PIC incorporating Read-16-Vect implementation. According to the NSRU-Full-PIC profiling
described in Section 2, the aggregation process accounted
for 38.9% of the total processing time. Therefore, we can
estimate that the speed up ratio is about 1.61 times as the
execution by an ARM Cortex-A9 and about 1.55 times as
the case with a Xeon E5-2667.

6. CONCLUSION
We oﬀ-loaded an aggregation process of NSRU-Full-PIC
which is a particularly high computation cost to an Arria
10 SoC using Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL. The reduction
computation is adopted to avoid the RAW hazard in aggregation process. We implemented and evaluated 4 types
Single work-item kernels, Full-Unroll, Read-1, Read-16, and
Read-16-Vect. The fastest in all implementations was Read16-Vect with N = 4, about 76.4 times faster than that of
an ARM Cortex-A9 and about 14.1 times faster than that
of a Xeon E5-2667. In this implementation, we achieved
93.5% of theoretical performance. And we could reduce the
FPGA resource usage without increasing computation time
compared to Full-Unroll implementation.
As a future work, we plan to extend the current implementation of aggregation process to all cells in the code. We also
plan to evaluate the overall oﬀ-loading of NSRU-Full-PIC incorporating the parallelization of the aggregation processing
to the cell base.
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